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“All violence consists in some people forcing others, under threat of suffering Or death, to do what they do not want to do so.”

ABSTRACT:
Domestic violence against women is increasing in the present world. The domestic violence is caused due the lack of protest, adjustment for their children and easy submission in and out of the house. Many researches found that the Indian culture, since the early periods, women are dominated by the men. The status in the family and society been very low. In many ages women are not allowed to go the job what they wish. The marriage also against the wish of them.

Domestic violence is a behavioural problem which is related to the emotional, psychological and physical aspects. A person who is in an intimate relationship tends to control others on the gender bases. Domestic violence includes harassment, maltreatment and even the threat of assault intimidation.

INTRODUCTION:
Domestic violence is also additionally referred to as the domestic abuse or family abuse within the intimate relationship against the other person, and may be ensuing between the equivalent sex relationship and between the alternative sex relationship. Domestic violence could be main public pathological state that affects ample of women and men that resulted in physical or emotional injuries that even cause death. Globally, the victims of the domestic violence are women by their intimate partner.

Domestic violence is often happened when situations through violations, power and control, traumatic bonding to the abusers, lackey of economic resources, fear, to safeguard their children. Many of the individuals do not acknowledge themselves as abusers or victims as a result of they will take into their experiences as family conflicts that was out of control. There are multiple types of the domestic violence are physical, verbal, emotional, economical, statutory offences, reproductive, sexual abuse, coercive forms to marital rape etc.

HISTORY OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:
Domestic violence or violence that is expressed mistreatment the intimate acts in sadly as unchanged as history. Rape and alternative forms of sexual assault and sexual exploitation are traditionally been used to demoralize groups of people as in German concentration camps. On north America bound slave ships in world war II Japanese brothels crammed with the “COMFORT WOMENS”.

Women were coming back beside the African, Americans seeking their equal rights. As a results woman started taking concerning the violence against women within the sort of spousal equivalent abuse and sexual assault. Women recognized three
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major contributors to the violence against them are economic inequality, ancient general role expectations, and criminal justice system that failed to hold men in answerable for violence against women. From this, the “BATTERED WOMEN MOVEMENT”\(^3\) was born in 1970.

There has been attention given to the domestic violence, like honour killings, dowry deaths and forced marriage. So, they shaped that act referred to as “THE PROTECTION OF WOMEN FROM DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ACT” (PWDVA) was enacted in 2005.\(^4\)

**SYMPTOMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:**

- Prevent you or discourage you from progressing to work or school or seeing family or friends.
- Blames you for their violent behaviour and tells that you deserve it.
- Forces you to possess sex or engage sex acts against your will.
- Hits, kicks, shoves, slaps, chokes or otherwise hurts you or your children or your pets.
- Acts jealous or possessive or perpetually accuses you being un faithful.
- Call your names, insults you or place you down.
- Puts you an allowance and makes a case for each cash you spend.
- Embarrasses you Infront of others, and it causes you want to avoid people.
- Tells you what you are wear and the way do you have to look.
- Asking permission to go anywhere or to meet or socialize with the other people.
- Partner usually criticises them, humiliates them, orders about or makes all the decisions.
- Constant state of alertness that produces it troublesome from them to sleep or relax.
- The victims also might have physical symptoms such as,
  - Headaches
  - Asthma
  - Sprain wrists.
  - Gastrointestinal symptoms
  - Chronic pain
  - Bruises on the arms.
  - Restless sleep or inability to sleep
  - Red or purple marks on the neck.
  - Genital soreness
  - Pelvic pain
  - Busted lips.
  - Back pain
  - Black eyes\(^5\)

**TYPES OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:**

**Verbal abuse:**

Intimidation, verbal attack, threats, insults, name calling, hatchet job, yelling or humiliations and themes would possibly associate with body shape, sexuality, intelligence or ability as parent.

**Sexual abuse:**

Statutory offence could be a sexual behavior by a one person upon others. It is usually exploitation force or taking advantage on another.
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Physical abuse:

Physical abuse could be an act of inflicting injury, trauma to different person or animal by method of bodily contact. Physical abuse could involve one offender, and quietly more than one victim.

Psychological or emotional abuse:

Emotional abuse will feel as harmful and blemish as abuse, and might severely impact your psychological state. It is usually used as a way to take care of power and control over someone. Emotional abuse is one of all the toughest types of abuse to be acknowledged.

Child abuse:

Physical and sexual assault, neglect, verbal and emotional abuse of a toddler.

Financial abuse:

Financial abuse could battle several forms, such as husbands preventing his wife from obtaining an education or job outside with the house. Financial abuse is another sort of control, usually the victim is totally obsessed with their partner for money.

Social abuse:

Insisting and controlling the move to a location wherever, the victim has no established social or work opportunities. Forbidding or physically preventing the victims to going out and meeting individuals.

Technological abuse:

This manner of abuse includes use of the technology to regulate and stalk a partner. Technological abuse will happen to folks of all ages; however, it is a lot of common among teens who use technology and social media in move in an exceedingly manner typically i unmonitored by adults.

Spiritual abuse:

Manipulating non-secular texts to command respect, justify harassment, limiting physical activity. powerful partner to possess sex by citing it is a god giving rights for husbands.

Cultural abuse:

Acceptance in law abuse (physical, emotional, and financial). victimization cultural norms as a tool to limit physical activity, justify harassment, command slavishness. Limit the role of the women to “wife” and “mother” and preventing her from operating stop her from presumably remarrying by accusing her of adultery way to impact her honor and or Chasity.

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE DURING COVID:

With the fast increase of covid-19 cases and conjointly international rise in domestic violence cases. several countries reported 15-30% hike the quantity distress calls received from the women. Globally calculated that the 736 million women nearly one in three have been subjected to the domestic violence, non-partner sexual violence, or each a minimum of once in their life.
The domestic violence was development throughout covid as a result sequent social isolation, economic instability, loss of financial gain and associated stress and family conflicts were powerfully connected with accrued risk of violence. The lockdown issued for the pandemic has worsened these situations, and also the national commission for women had received a rise variety number of domestic violence complaints within the initial four phases of the lockdown by the government.

In covid pandemic scenario, the supply of assistance typically not offered as women all not capable to go away for his or her for their maternal homes beneath the current restrictions and concern because of covid-19 pandemic, the family members may not be able to offer the assistance they might have offer otherwise.

Violence in home situation is probably going to extend for many reason-livings with families in shut penalized house throughout lockdown will cause conflict as individuals are denied alternative ways that overcoming stress or boredom or ennui. While the physical violence is lot of apparent, sexual violence during a pandemic includes coercive sex, noncommitted sexual intercourse, harming throughout sex and not victimization or not permitting to use contraceptive methods, thereby progressively unwanted maternity yet as well as sexually transmitted infection. Women in abusive relationships is also coerced or forced to induce pregnant.

In the protection of women, besides recognition of the structural nature of violence, the government ought to strengthen the prevailing laws on domestic violence and facilitate one filing cases by women. Domestic violence service until currently are operating in silos. An associated integrated response that involves a collaboration of policymakers, police, justice system, mental health and social service, non-governmental organizations, women survivors is the manner forward in creating a comprehensive and inclusive action plan for pandemic and lockdown to responses to domestic violence.

**CONTROL MEASURES:**

- The measure to eradicate the domestic violence from our community or neighborhood is to begin educating as many folks concerning the domestic violence, its impact and the way to intervene safely.
- All sorts of domestic violence by intimate partner are preventable through the strategies to promote healthy, respectful and non-violent relationships and vital part of prevention.
- Effective solutions for preventing a domestic violence by intimate partner abuse together with providing economic opportunity, mentors, safety advocates, role models who are survivors of domestic violence.6
- Financial insecurity may be a huge immense issue of domestic violence by intimate partner abuse, and make individual a lot possible each become an offender or victim. Poverty, low income, gender inequality in terms of wages is additionally related to domestic violence.

• Helping family and survivors financially doesn’t address some of the risk factors, it also additionally places these people in a better place to induce the help they need if they do experience in domestic violence.
• Educating the victims that the information victims ought to get out safely and defend themselves from future violence one among the primary stuffs you should do is facilitate the victim get restraining order, or at least teach them concerning a way to acquire one.
• Organized community programs for youth and families and a school environment that promotes prevention of abusiveness in any relationship.
• Adult family members will facilitate to prevent domestic violence by being nurturing and by providing consistent and structural and superintendence.
• An excellent legal choice which will facilitate to prevent the domestic violence is protection order, that may be a judicial writ that says your maltreater cannot come back inside an explicit variety of feet of you, your home, your car, your work, or your school. This doesn’t prevent an abuser from stalking or offensive you, however it will permit you to decision the police for help if he or she violates.
• Document every incident witness and include the date, time, location, injuries and circumstances. This information may be terribly helpful in later police reports and law suits, each criminal and civil.
• It is very important that the law against domestic violence has to be obligatory stringently. Domestic violence was acknowledged as a grave criminal offense in 1983 by introducing the section 498-A in the Indian penal code.7 This act facilitates within elimination of domestic violence among members of the family.
• It is very important for every apartment to possess a counselor who can council the individuals in terms of danger. Doing this may more create people undaunted and come forward if they are a victim or if they witness any such incident.

Conclusion:

Domestic violence is one among the foremost awful varieties of the abuse suffered women in our society. The statistics show that 85% of domestic violence victims are area unit of women, solely 15% are men. Domestic violence can happen to anyone it does not matter the race, creed, religion, color or standing in society of the victims. If the problem of domestic violence is not handled during a manner, that is ample, then this sort of abuse will be continue among all categories of society with the no ending.

In order for us a society to eradicate the awful variety of abuse, we need to stand together and build along laws that shield the victims of their abuse. The longer term finding the solutions to the domestic violence includes continued to boost the effectiveness of treatment and to strengthen legal protection for the victims, moreover as answerability and conjointly treatment for the abusers. These goals ought to expand effective treatment and legal protection to handle cyber-stalking and to manage the distinctive problems faced by the peoples.
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